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GLOBAL CANNABIS APPLICATIONS CORP
Better Patient Outcomes = Medical Cannabis Growth
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FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS

Forward-looking Information is generally
identifiably the use of the words:
“believes”, “may”, “plans”, “will”, “can”
“anticipates”,
“intends”,
“budgets”,
“could”,
“estimates”,
“expects”,
“forecasts”, “projects”
and similar expressions, and the negatives
of such expressions.
Forward-looking Information in this
Presentation includes, but is not limited to,
statements concerning economic trends,
the size of the market, the timing and
scope of Global Cannabis Applications
capital expenditures, the anticipated use
of proceeds, financial forecasts, and the
proposed ownership allocation.
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Global Cannabis Applications has based this Forwardlooking Information on factors and assumptions about
future events and financial trends that it believe may
affect its financial condition, results of operations,
business strategy and financial needs, including the
ability of Global Cannabis Applications to generate
cash flow from operations and obtain necessary
financing on acceptable terms, general economic,
financial market, regulatory and political conditions in
which Global Cannabis Applications
operates,
consumer interest in Global Cannabis Applications
products, competitions, anticipated costs, government
regulation of Global Cannabis Applications activities
and products and in areas of taxation and
environmental protection, the timely receipt of any
required regulatory approvals, and Global Cannabis
Applications ability to obtain qualified staff, equipment
and services in a timely and cost efficient manner.

This Presentation (together with any supplements and
any other information that may be furnished to
prospective
investors
by
Global
Cannabis
Applications Corp. (“Global Cannabis” or “Global
Cannabis Applications”) contains “forward-looking
statements” or “forward-looking information” within
the meaning of applicable securities laws (collectively
“Forward-looking Information”).
While Global Cannabis Applications considers these
assumptions to be reasonable, these assumptions are
inherently subject to significant uncertainties and
contingencies. Additionally, there are known and
unknown risk factors which could cause Global Cannabis
Applications actual results, performance or
achievements to be materially different from any future
results, performance or achievements expressed or
implied by the forward-looking information contained
herein. Known risk factors include, among others,
regulatory risks, the lack of a public market for the
securities of Global Cannabis Applications, the limited
operating history and financial track record of Global
Cannabis Applications and the uncertainty as to
revenues, reliance on key personnel, product liability,
unfavorable publicity, management of growth and the
difficulty in forecasting. Additionally, letter of intent for
acquisitions that Global Cannabis has entered into may not
be consummated or consummated on the terms disclosed
by Global Cannabis. In the event that the letters of intent
are not completed, or definitive agreements are not
entered into Global Cannabis may not achieve the results
that it is forecasting or the operating results that
management believes are attainable in the event that the
letters of intent are consummated.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The current approval processes for medical treatments generally starts with a formulation of elements. The objective of any
clinical study is to ensure efficacy and safety, within a fixed sampling size. However, as cannabis is a plant and each plant is
unique, the challenges have been in ensuring that each gram tested would provide a consistent result. In response GCAC has
developed a patent pending data model called Seed to Sale to Seed or, Seed2Seed ™ .
This patent formed the backbone of all our 2020 efforts and has ultimately led us to the point where we have been able to go
to market and get our first sales of the Citizen Green technology stack, Efixii. This small but important deal with Israel based Bless
Cultivation on October 14 paved the way to launch the Efixii product on October 29. To understand the significant scale of the
opportunity for GCAC, it is important to understand the concept of the technology. At the core of the Efixii system a simple but
powerful QR code provides immutable proof to medical cannabis consumers that a product is what it claims to be. Grams
packaged with Efixii QR codes leads to data sets which leads to revenue. I encourage you to scan the demo QR code on
page 11 with your smartphone to see how it works. To see how anyone can submit efficacy feedback for an Efixii QR coded
product, just download the Efixii app and try it out for yourself by tapping “Scan Product QR” and then “Efficacy Feedback”.
By focusing on the all-important data generating QR codes, GCAC’s business model generates revenue in two ways,
1) through SaaS-licensing of Efixii to growers, distributors and retailers to generate QR codes and store attestations on the Citizen
Green blockchain, 2) from the sale of attested data to large data aggregators. Our SaaS licenses generate CDN$0.20/gram in
fees and subsequent data sales generate CDN$0.18/gram, for a combined total of CDN$0.38 per gram in QR code driven
revenues. This results in an average cultivator cost increase of just 2.4% based on an CDN$8.50/gram “flower” retail. However,
this cost increase is actually offset by the cultivator from eliminating other manual compliance and wastage costs, resulting in a
net savings to all participants in the supply chain, and a more affordable product to the consumers. This, in turn, leads to higher
demand for Efixii QR code based products.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY cont.
With consumers demanding only Effixii QR tagged products, the end result is more cultivators, distributors and retailers using
Efixii to meet that demand. We call this the Network Effect and essentially consumers themselves become our greatest sales
channel evangelists. By November 2023 our sales forecast is for a total of 128 million grams, from 36 medium sized growers, at
CDN$0.38/gram, resulting in top line revenues of CDN$48.6M with a forecast EBITDA of 65%. Our sales efforts represent a
reasonable 0.2% capture of a USD$25bn medical cannabis market in 2022 and, with consumption and patent protection in
hand, there is significant opportunity for GCAC to become a recognized leader in medical cannabis.
The licensing and GCAC integration of the Tracelocker blockchain attestation technology in Q3 2020, enabled us to fully
execute our Seed2Seed technology vision for better patient outcomes. For those of you not familiar with the folks behind
Tracelocker, it’s worth checking out their CEO, Brian Collins. I am sure you will agree that having a partner with many years,
not just as technologist, but as a public company CEO on the NASDAQ, really enhances GCAC’s execution. A second
critical addition in Q4 2020 was the partnership with Purity-IQ. Purity-IQ’s and Bruker, a multibillion-dollar powerhouse,
cannabis fingerprinting solution is integrated inside of Efixii, enabling Canadian growers to transparently demonstrate their
product quality and reproducibility, on a batch-to-batch basis. This partnership is a huge breakthrough for GCAC as it
enhances consumer trust and, for growers, as it proves chain-of-custody compliance and export requirements.
GCAC is focused on better outcomes for medical cannabis patients. Consumer efficacy feedback is a critical piece in the
data story, and by using the Efixii app themselves, consumers can earn rewards by answering a series of in app clinical study
grade questions, that are attested to, on the blockchain. When these questions are answered they are correlated with other
users experiences by advanced machine learning and AI, resulting in an averaged efficacy rating of the product/treatment
used. This information is invaluable and drives multiples on earning well above x20.
Finally, I am happy to announce that as of December 22, 2020 both Google and Apple app stores have approved Efixii for
download.
Brad Moore, CEO
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MARKET VALUE : CLINICAL CANNABIS DATA
•

The Global Medical Marijuana Market is estimated to reach USD 148.35 Billion by 2026*

•

Marijuana is used for treating chronic pain that affects millions of people each year across the globe, thus
increasing the demand for the product as a treatment procedure for medical conditions

+

+

Pharma recognizes the EU as the fast growing and lucrative but one of the most heavily regulated medical
cannabis markets in the world.
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*Reports and Data

MARKET VALUE : CLINICAL CANNABIS DATA
Increasing research and development activities by biopharma and pharma companies
is one of the key trends in this escalating market growth.
• 564* – # of clinical medical cannabis trials globally
• 17 – # of clinical trials investigating efficacy of cannabis
medication efficacy.
• 20,000 - # of patients being supplied medical cannabis
Project Twenty21medical cannabis program

& cannabinoid
in the UK’s

• 5 - # of years of Ireland’s legislation approved
a limited medical cannabis trial program
• 2 - # of years France’s Assemblée Nationale authorized
cannabis
• 23.2% - CAGR growth of global analytics as a service
reaching USD $12.1 billion by 2024
• USD 5.6 billion – estimated size of eClinical solutions 2019 market
a further 13.8% over the forecast period
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trial of medical
market
size , growing

*U.S. National Library of Medicine and Prohibition Partners

OPPORTUNITY: CONSUMER CANNABIS DATA
Lack of of empirical data restricts regulators from writing meaningful legislation regarding cultivation, medical
guidelines and consumer awareness. To date this has restricted potential explosive growth and revenues.

Growers, Producers & Sellers
➢The cannabis plant is difficult
to produce with repeatable
results
➢Growers do not own the enduser so efficacy feedback
from consumers is limited
➢Regulatory demands for
compliance certification adds
to cost of production

Regulators
➢Because cannabis as a plant it
is difficult to apply standard
FDA-type clinical approval
processes
➢There is no effective
mechanism for collecting and
analyzing patient data
➢Growing standards varying, for
example tobacco has more

Doctors and Patients
➢No government guidelines for
writing prescriptions
➢Minimal product info with only CBD
& THC percentages listed on
products
➢General confusion about the
product and its active
pharmaceutical ingredients
➢Most information is anecdotal and
general at best

GCAC will aggregate the usage data of 100k’s of cannabis consumers through the use of advanced
technologies and provide those answers to industry stakeholders.
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SOLUTION: PATENTED EFFICACY & TRACEABILITY
In December 2019, GCAC filed a patent with the US patent office for “System of processing and tracking
cannabis products and associated method use blockchain”.
GCAC’s patent is defined “as the process for determining the averaged efficacy of a consumed gram of
medical cannabis (or CBD) for the treatment of a specific ailment through the use of an Artificial Intelligence
algorithm, which is then stored on an immutable blockchain with the specific growing data of that gram”
Our approach enables us to:
✓ Analyze data to identify the optimal product selection
for symptom treatment – Pain to Strain.
GACP GROW
DATA

CONSUMER TREATMENT
FEEDBACK DATA

✓ Track all data points from grow to sale associated with
that product and back – Seed to Seed.
✓ Build the world’s largest ongoing user-empirical based
study to advance the use of medical cannabis as an
alternative to opioids.

GCAC’s process patent covers the generation of data driven reports to meet growing compliance
regulations in the EU and most global regulated jurisdictions.
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SOLUTION: DATA ENGINE, AI LEARNING
At the core of GCAC’s patent are five interlocking technologies that track, record, correlate, analyze
and store the patient surveillance & GACP* growing data of each gram. Our mobile app Efixii is released
for Android and Apple iOS and Mac OS.
ü Our Efixii Smartphone app is used by the different supply chain
players to record all GMP, supply chain & customer efficacy.
ü The data is recorded on the Ethereum 2.0 blockchain,
including the time and content
ü This data is immutably recorded and can not be falsified. It is
represented by a QR code
ü Consumer data is analyzed by our AI engine, providing batch
to batch averaged based efficacy scoring
ü Our entire solution is fully compliant with all GDPR and HIPPA
standards.

Designed to build trust, Citizen Green Technologies are safe, secure and easy to use.
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*Good Agricultural and Collection Practices (GACP) for Medicinal Plants

SOLUTION:
CG TECHNOLOGY COMPONENTS
Our User Interfaces
All Citizen Green Technologies are built to demanding EU, Swiss and Israeli medical cannabis and
information technology standards.
GCAC’s layered blockchain technology stack allows new best of breed technologies to be seamlessly
added for growth and the creation of further technology patents.

Citizen Green AI reporting
- Batch to batch
- Market Trends
- Comparison Reports
Patented proprietary tech
Prescriptii Retail App
- Retail to consumer dosing app
- Efficacy monitoring
- Personal planner
- Recommendation engine
- Wallet
18+ clinical study questions asked/session
Efixii
- Blockchain powered chain of custody
- Self-certified registration
- Secured smartphone app
Full integration with Prescriptii Retail
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THE NETWORK EFFECT
Product trust drives consumerism in all markets. A simple QR code representing GMP, supply chain
and customer product feedback ratings creates trust, driving demand of ‘code tagged’ products.
This drives more growers, distributors and retailers to use Citizen Green Efixii.
GCAC two year forecast revenues are generated
through 2 streams*:
-

Effixii licensing revenue of storing of data on the
Citizen Green blockchain:

$25.6M

-

Licensing of cannabis data (seed to sale and
consumer data) stored on the blockchain:

$23M

GCAC’s 2 year SaaS and data sales efforts will focus on the Canada, Israel, EU and select US
states creating repeating revenues year over year at 65% margins.
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* forecast includes grams QR coded and grams contracted to be QR coded by Nov 2023.

REVENUE: Blockchain SaaS
By November 2023, GCAC’s will generate 153,293 QR codes on 128M grams of medical cannabis with
each gram generating $0.20 of licensing revenues. Based on $8.50 per gram of dried flower, this
represents a 2.4% increase in cost while its projected to reduce compliance cost of 5%, with a resultant
net benefit to growers, distributors and retailers of $0.22 per gram.
CANNABIS EFFICACY: SEED TO SALE TO SEED

Features
-

Data from 128m grams grown and consumed by Dec 2022
KYC – Know Your Customer system
Attests every cannabis lifecycle change
Regulatory aligned document control
Record consumer efficacy
Purity-IQ’s Cannabis Authenticity & Purity Standard (CAPS)

1
CULTIVATOR
5

2

EFFICACY

LABORATORY

Benefits
-

Identify every participant in the canna-space
Maintain a chain of custody of regulatory events
Ensure trust, truth and transparency
Learn about product efficacy via the entire
supply-chain
- Certified track and trace attestation tool for
medical cannabis and adult markets
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4

3

CONSUMER

PROCESSORS
/RETAILERS

REVENUE: SALES OF DATA
By December 2022, GCAC’s cannabis aggregated data sets from its 36 growers, associated network and
244k consumers, will yield data sales revenues of $0.18 per gram or $23M of data sales.
Data customers are already identified, industry stakeholders including pharma, cannabis consumer brands,
and Investment fund managers.
Features
- Data from 128m grams grown and QR
coded by Nov 2023
- GAP, EU GMP compliant data
- Algorithmic analysis output data
- Product efficacy data
- Customizable reports

1
CULTIVATOR
5

2

EFFICACY

LABORATORY

Benefits

4

3

CONSUMER

PROCESSORS/
RETAILERS
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- Validation of existing investments
- Operations best practice assessment of
potential investments
- Identification of operations with the
highest probability of profit
- Aggregated raw data
- Evolving data set, non static

REVENUE: PIPELINE
GCAC currently has 10 growers with an average annual yield of 3.4M grams in its pipeline that will close by
December 2021. With approximately 1Bn grams grown in Israel, Canada and the EU, these 34M QR code
tagged grams represents 3.4% of this market share.
GROWERS
- Licensing revenue per gram = $0.0059
- Data revenue per gram = $0.105

GROWERS
RETAILERS

DISTRIBUTORS
DISTRIBUTORS

- Licensing revenue gram = $0.0298
- Data revenue per gram = $0.0315

GCAC closed its first revenue
deal in November 2020 with
Bless Agriculture, which is
expected to generate a total of
$137k over 12 months, with
expected growth to 183k in 2022

RETAIL
- Licensing revenue per gram = $0.1381
- Data revenue per gram = $0.04725

$48.6M
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Sources:

Statista
Health Canada
The Green Carpet Growing

REVENUE FORECAST
Protected by process & technologies patents, GCAC will have built the world’s largest & most
comprehensive medical cannabis database, creating a unique opportunity for an acquisition.
Grams

Dollars

128M

-

Every new Grower
onboarded adds
new data sets, as
product moves
through their
network to the end
user. More data
drives product and
process
improvement and
more sales.

-

GCAC will earn $0.38
per gram in licensing
revenue and sellable
data by Dec 2022

-

YR 2 EBITA: 65% +.
Growing as brand
awareness increases.

100M
$48.6M

- $50M

84M

$31.9

50M

- $30M

34M

- $15M

$13M
14,2M

2.5M
$288k
15

- $7.5M

$5.4M
6M
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12M

18M

24M

36M

FINANCIAL PLAN
Step 1:

December 2020 raise capital of $340K through equity and warrants
June 2021 – grow customer base to 4 growers (2.5m grams captured and 11m grams under contract) and revenues
of $288k combined SaaS and data sales

Step 2:

March 2021 raise capital of $6M through equity and warrants
December 2021 - grow customer base to 10 growers (14.2m grams captured and 34m grams under contract)
Report Year 1 revenues of $5.4m combined SaaS and data sales

Step 3:

December 2022 - grow customer base to 36 growers (84.0m grams captured)
Report Year 2 total revenues $31.9m combined SaaS and data sales,
Explore expansion and acquisitions opportunities in EU and target states in the USA (FL, NJ)

Step 4:

November 2023 - total grams QR coded and captured of 128m grams
Report revenues of $48.6 m combined SaaS and data sales,
Continue explore expansion and acquisitions opportunities in EU and target states in the USA (other states)
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KEY POINTS

Launch Efixii Apps
on all major
platforms

First Data Sales
$74.6k

10 Producers
on
Citizen Green

86M grams
tracked/data
collected

$48.6M
total revenues
from tagged
128m grams

$
Q4 2020
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Q1 2021

Q4 2021

Q4 2022

Q4 2023

TEAM
BRAD MOORE
CEO & Director
20 years of practical business leadership experience
with Fortune 500 companies.
Strong background with internet-based start-up
corporations. Proven track record restructuring and
developing early-stage businesses.
Holds an MBA from Royal Roads University.

ALEXANDER HELMEL
CFO & Director

DAVID CEBER
Strategic Initiatives

ADOLFO GONZALES
Medical Cannabis Advocate

14 years of experience in the Canadian capital
markets. Over 20 years within the Information
Technology sector. Specializes in developing corporate
growth strategies, building senior management teams,
and developing corporate assets. Intimate knowledge
of internal control strategies and corporate
governance guidelines. BSc (Mathematics), Certified
Information Systems Auditor (CISA) 2006.

David has over 20 years of operational experience
running multi million-dollar operations. With a history of
solving complex operational problems David brings the
ability to find solutions we no doubt will encounter in the
implementation of our vertical integration strategy.

Sought after practitioner, author and advocate of
medical cannabis. Created the Cann Help Deck
from ten plus years of data aggregated from medical
cannabis users.

HANAN GELBENDORF
CMO

JEFFREY HAYZLETT
Director

Over 20 years of global marketing experience, in
agency and corporate America. Proven record of
delivering results for early stage businesses and
established F500 companies. Specializes in Leading all
the aspects and processes of marketing. Holds an
MBA from the Smeal College of Management at PSU.
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Chairman of C-Suite Network, home of the world’s
most trusted network of C-Suite leaders, and a
notable media personality. CEO of The Hayzlett
Group. TV & Radio host, Bloomberg Television & CBS
Radio. Global CMO at Eastman Kodak.

CAPITALIZATION STRUCTURE
GCAC is listed on the CSE Market where other cannabis-related companies continue to lead investment activity.

Head office
Satellite offices

Vancouver, BC
Israel, Lithuania, Australia

CSE

APP

FSE

2FA

OTCQB

FUAPF

Shares issued

154,765,796

Warrants & Options

65,267,361

Recent price
Market capitalization
Avr. daily volume 3 mths

$0.13
$20,119,553
255,260

✓ A true medical cannabis data company using one of a
kind technology with a 360 degrees approach to full
spectrum data gathering and analysis
✓ Creating a long-term value chain by focusing on
patient outcomes and helping the industry offer better
& higher margin products
✓ A fully scalable patented model that has no
technology limitations and meets all known regulatory
requirements
✓ Realistic revenues based on the previous value
associated with sale of limited data sets to growers and
sellers

Owning a share in GCAC is owning a share in the future of Medical Cannabis data to help grow
the acceptance of the use of medical cannabis around the world.
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Brad Moore
bmoore@cannappscorp.com
+1 514 561 9091

Better Patient Outcomes
Cannabis Business Growth

Suite 830, 1100 Melville Street
Vancouver, British Columbia, V6E 4A6
info@cannappscorp.com
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APPENDIX 1: PRESS RELEASES
GCAC Announces End-to-End SaaS Licensing for All Medical Cannabis Lifecycle Participants.
October 29, 2020 https://bit.ly/2KtimuA
Citizen Green Medical Cannabis Data-Acquisition Platform Goes Live with the Signing of a 3-Year SaaS
Licensing Deal.
October 14, 2020 https://bit.ly/2M38B6T
GCAC ANNOUNCES EXPANSION OF THE CITIZEN GREEN PLATFORM WITH NEW 3T (“TRACK-TRACE-TREAT”) DATA
SERVICE FOR MEDICAL CANNABIS GROWERS.
August 12, 2020 https://bit.ly/2WGiSYJ
GCAC FILES PATENT APPLICATION FOR CANNABIS ON THE BLOCKCHAIN.
DECEMBER 19, 2019 https://bit.ly/3mHRVOT
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